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TAIL INDICES FOR AX + B RECURSION WITH TRIANGULAR MATRICES
MUNEYA MATSUI AND WITOLD S´WIA˛TKOWSKI
Abstract. Multivariate stochastic recurrence equations (SREs) are investigated when coefficients
are triangular matrices. If coefficient matrices of SREs have all strictly positive elements, the
Kesten’s classical result yields solutions with regularly varying tails such that the tail indices of
solutions are the same through coordinates. This framework is too restrictive for applications. In
order to widen the applicability of the SREs, we study SREs with triangular matrix coefficients
and prove that they have regularly varying solutions which may exhibit coordinate-wisely different
tail exponents. We also specify the coefficients for regularly varying tails. Several applications are
suggested for GARCH models.
Key words. Stochastic recurrence equation, Kesten’s theorem, regular variation, multivariate
GARCH(1,1) processes, triangular matrices.
1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation and results. A multivariate stochastic recurrence equation (SRE)
(1.1) Wt = AtWt−1 + Bt, t ∈ N
is studied, where At is a random d × d matrix with nonnegative entries and Bt is a random vector
in Rd with nonnegative coordinates. We assume that (At,Bt)t∈Z constitute an i.i.d. sequence. The
sequence (Wt)t∈N generated by iterations of (1.1) is a Markov chain, however, it is not necessarily
stationary. If we assume some mild conditions concerning contractivity and integrability (see e.g.
[5, 6]) then Wt converges in distribution to a random variable W. This random variable is the
unique solution to the stochastic equation
(1.2) W d= AW + B
where (A,B) denote the generic element of the sequence (At,Bt)t∈Z such that W is independent of
(A,B). Here the equality is meant in distribution. If we put W0
d
= W then the sequence (Wt) of
(1.1) is stationary. Moreover, a strictly stationary casual solution (Wt) to (1.1) can be written by
the direct formula
Wt = Bt +
t∑
i=−∞
At · · ·AiBi−1
and Wt
d
= W for all t ∈ Z.
The stochastic iteration (1.1) is a general model and has been studied from old times. In recent
years it has found applications in financial time series models (see e.g. Section 4 of [9]), so that the
related properties have been considerably investigated: the stationarity condition, moments condi-
tion or the central limit theory, etc. Among them our particular interest here is the tail behavior of
the stationary solution W. The topic has not only its own theoretical interest but also has applica-
tion’s in e.g. risk management [21, Sec. 7.3]. The story started with Kesten [19] who obtained,
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what we call, ’Kesten’s condition’ under which the tail function of W is regularly varying with
index −α in the sense of (1.5). Since then, the Kesten’s condition and its versions have contributed
to characterize the tails of various models in application.
An essential feature is that under variants of Kesten’s condition the tail behavior is the same
in all coordinates, which would be a merit under suitable situations. However, this property is
not necessarily shared by all interesting models. Indeed several empirical evidences support the
fact (see e.g. [28, 17, 22] from economic data). A trivial example would be a consideration of
diagonal matrices A = diag(A11, . . . , Add), which, however, discards direct dependence between
coordinates. On the other hand, SREs with general A which are out of Kesten’s condition are
rather challenging, though it would be desirable.
As a next natural step we consider SREs with upper triangular matrices in this paper. We show
that the stationary solution W possibly exhibits different tail behaviors in coordinates. More pre-
cisely let A be non-negative matrices such that entries Ai j = 0 a.s. if i > j, Aii ≥ 0 a.s. and EAαiii = 1
for some αi > 0. Assuming that α1, . . . , αn are all different, then under mild condition on B, we
prove that
(1.3) P(Wi > x) ∼ cix−α˜i , when x→ ∞,
for some α˜i > 0 depending on αi, . . . αd and for some positive constants ci. Here and in what
follows the notation ‘∼’ means that the quotient of the left and right hand sides tends to 1 as
x→ ∞. The result has been already known when d = 2 (see [22]) and in order to make (1.3) more
intuitive we explain it. If d = 2 SRE (1.1) would be
W1,t = A11,tW1,t−1 + A12,tW2,t−1 + B1,t
W2,t = A22,tW2,t−1 + B2,t.
From this componentwise SREs, clearly α˜2 = α2 by application of the univariate Kesten’s theorem,
while α˜1 depends on both α1 and α2 since W1 is influenced by W2. In case α1 , α2, possibility
of different tail solutions was suggested in Matsui and Mikosch [22] and α˜1 = min{α1, α2} has
rigorously been shown in Damek et al. [10]. A particular case A11 = A22 so that α := α1 = α2 was
also treated in Damek and Zienkiewicz [11], where P(W1 > x) ∼ cx−α(log x)α has been concluded.
We return to general Wi in (1.1) and observe that Wi clearly depends on Wi+1, . . . ,Wd in a similar
manner. Although the simple induction seems to suffice for the proof, since we allow Ai j = 0 for
some i < j, the argument becomes quite involved. In order to tidy up the dependence between
Wi and Wi+1, . . . ,Wd we introduce new notations, by which the precise definition of α˜i could be
available. Then finally our main result (1.3) will be rigorously shown.
The structure of our paper is as follows. In Section 2, we state preliminary assumptions and
show that they assure the existence of stationary solutions to SRE (1.1) where the top Lyapunov
condition is exploited. After the introduction of new notations, the main theorem together with
its proof is given in Section 3. The proof follows by induction and it requires several preliminary
results. Since they are long and technical, we formulate and prove them in the latter sections
(Sections 4 and 5). To make our paper more readable, we explain the outline of proof in relation
with preliminary results beforehand. Applications in GARCH models are suggested in Section 6.
Other miscellaneous things including constants of tails or future works are presented in remaining
sections.
1.2. Kesten’s condition and history. Before going to Kesten’s condition we rigorously prescribe
the word “multivariate regular variation”. Let X be d-dimensional r.v. Here and what follows we
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say that X is multivariate regularly varying with index α if
P(|X| > ux, X/|X| ∈ ·)
P(|X| > x)
v→ u−αP(Θ ∈ ·), u > 0,(1.4)
where
v→ denotes vague convergence and Θ is a random vector on the unit sphere Sd−1 = {x ∈
Rd | |x| = 1}. Notice that in the univariate case, we say that a positive measurable function f (x)
is regularly varying with index ρ if limx→∞ f (cx)/ f (x) = cρ, c > 0. Moreover, r.v. X is said to be
regularly varying with index α > 0 if f (x) = P(|X| > x) is regularly varying with index −α, see [9,
p.273]. A similar definition is used for the multivariate case, see [9, p.279]. For more on regular
variation, we refer to Bingham et al. [3] and Resnick [25, 26] in the univariate and multivariate
cases, respectively.
Now we precisely state Kesten’s result and its variations which are still expanding. Let
Πn = A1 · · ·An and h(s) = inf
n∈N
(E‖Πn‖s)1/n,
where ‖ · ‖ is a matrix norm. The behavior of the tail of W is determined by the function h. The
crucial assumption of Kesten is the existence of n ∈ N and α > 0 such that
P(Πn > 0) > 0 and h(α) = 1.
Then the tail of W is essentially heavier than that of ‖A‖: it decays polynomially even if ‖A‖ is
bounded. Kesten [19] proved under additional mild conditions, that the solution W is regularly
varying with index α. The result is stated with a variant of multidimensional regular variation for
given α > 0, we say that W ∈ Rd+ is regularly varying with index α if there exist a function eα on
the unit sphere Sd−1 such that
(1.5) lim
x→∞ x
αP(y′W > x) = eα(y), y ∈ Sd−1
and eα(y) > 0 for y ∈ Sd−1∩ [0,∞)d. Here for y ∈ Rd, y′W = ∑dj=1 y jW j denotes the euclidean inner
product of y = (y1, . . . , yd) and W = (W1, . . .Wd). If α < N then (1.5) implies regular variation of
W. If α ∈ N, the same holds with some additional conditions (see [9, AppendixC]).
Later on an analogous result was proved by Alsmeyer and Mentemeier [1] for invertible matrices
A with some irreducibility and density conditions (see also [20]). The density assumption was
removed by Guivarc’h and Le Page [16] who developed the most general approach to (1.1) with
signed A having possibly a singular law. Moreover, their conclusion was stronger, namely they
obtained existence of a measure µ on Rd being the weak limit of
(1.6) xαP(x−1W ∈ ·) when x→ ∞,
which implies regular variation of W. Further the existence of the limit (1.6) was also proved in
[8] under similarities assumption on A1. This encompass the case when neither assumptions of
[16] nor [1] are satisfied. See [9] for an elementary explanation of Kesten’s result and other results
mentioned above. In such a way, Kesten’s result itself has been still expanding. Considering the
importance of the tail behaviors (see e.g. [12]) in various applications, it would be desirable to
determine completely the application range of Kesten’s framework and simultaneously construct
alternative methods beyond the range.
For all the matrices considered above we have the same tail behavior in all directions, one of the
reasons being a certain irreducibility or homogeneity of the action of the group generated by the
support of the law of A. This is not the case for triangular matrices and so considering the topic
1A is a similarity if for every x ∈ Rd, |Ax| = ‖A‖ |x|.
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would be a natural next step2. The next question to be addressed is what happens when α1, . . . αd
are not necessarily different. This is not clear even in the case of 2 × 2 matrices. A particular case
A11 = A22 was studied in [11] where the result is
P(W1 > x) ∼ Cx−α(log x)α.
The result in [11] holds when A12 takes negative values with positive probability. However, the
asymptotics could be different in this case. More precisely, if EAα11A12 = 0 and then we have
P(W1 > x) ∼ Cx−α(log x)α/2.
If EAα11A12 , 0, the result is the same as that for nonnegative A12. So what we may expect in the
general case is that
P(Wi > x) ∼ Cx−α˜i Li(x)
for some slowly varying functions Li. This is our conjecture and the real challenge would be to get
Li optimal.
2. Preliminaries and Stationarity
We consider d × d random matrices A = [Ai j]di, j=1 and d-dimensional random vectors B that
satisfy the set of assumptions:
Condition (T) 
(T-1) P(A ≥ 0) = P(B ≥ 0) = 1,
(T-2) P(B = 0) < 1,
(T-3) A is upper triangular, i.e. P(Ai j = 0) = 1 whenever i > j,
(T-4) There exist α1, . . . , αd such that EA
αi
ii = 1 for i = 1, . . . , d and αi , α j if i , j,
(T-5) EAαii j < ∞ for any i, j ≤ d,
(T-6) EBαii < ∞ for i = 1, . . . , d,
(T-7) E[Aαiii log
+ Aii] < ∞ for i = 1, . . . , d,
(T-8) The law of log Aii conditioned on {Aii > 0} is non-arithmetic for i = 1, . . . , d. 
Note that (T-1) and (T-3) imply P(Aii > 0) > 0 for i = 1, . . . , d. Most conditions are similar to
those needed for applying Kesten-Goldie’s result (see [9]).
For the top Lyapunov exponet, we define some notation. Let (At,Bt)t∈Z be an i.i.d. sequence
with the generic element (A,B). We define the products
Πt,s =
At · · ·As, t ≥ s,Id, t < s,
where Id denotes the identity d × d matrix. Let ‖ · ‖ be the operator norm of the matrix: ‖M‖ =
sup|x|=1 |Mx|, where | · | is the euclidean norm of a vector. The top Lyapunov exponent is defined by
γA = inf
n≥1
1
n
E[log ‖Πt,t−n+1‖].
2see also [7], [8] and [9, Appendix D] for diagonal matrices
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Even in the univariate case A = A ∈ R, we use the same notation and write γA. If it is negative,
then the equation
(2.1) W d= AW + B
has a unique solution W. Equivalently, the stochastic recurrence equation
(2.2) Wt = AtWt−1 + Bt
has a unique stationary solution and Wt
d
= W. Then we can write the stationary solution as a series
(2.3) Wt =
∞∑
n=0
Πt,t+1−nBt−n.
Indeed, it is easily checked that the process (Wt)∞t=0 defined by (2.3) is stationary and solves (2.2),
if the series on the right hand side of (2.3) is convergent for any t ∈ N. The convergence is
ensured if the top Lyapuonv exponent is negative (for the proof see [5]). We are going to show that
the negativity of γA follows from condition (T). Before going to the detail we briefly state prior
researches for the top Lyapunov exponent of SRE with more general block triangular coefficients.
Let A be a real valued d × d block lower triangle matrices,
A =
(
B 0
C D
)
where B, C and D are real valued square matrices. Straumann [27] proved that with some moment
condition the negativity of γA is equivalent of those of γB and γD, where (At)t∈N are an i.i.d. se-
quence with generic random matrix A [27, Proposition 7.4.5]. More generally [14] has shown that
γA = max{γB, γD} for stationary ergodic sequence (At).
Keeping these references in mind, we go back to Condition (T), from which we observe that
there exists ε > 0 such that
(2.4) EAεii < 1, i = 1, . . . , d.
This is a consequence of the convexity of the function g(h) = EAhii and the fact that EA
αi
ii = 1 with
αi > 0 for each i. Without loss of generality we can assume that 0 < ε < 1. Then since
E log Aii =
1
ε
E log Aεii
≤ 1
ε
logEAεii < 0,
the negativity of γAii , i = 1, . . . , d follows. Therefore, regarding B and D univariate random vari-
ables (i.e. 1 × 1 matrices), we could apply the result by Straummman [27, Proposition 7.4.5] or
[14, Theorem 1], so that stationarity follows.
For consistency, we briefly state the proof which specializes in the upper triangular case but is
elementary. Our proof is based on equivalence of norms and Gelfand’s formula. Since all matrix
norms are equivalent we can use the norm
||A||1 =
d∑
i=1
d∑
j=1
|Ai j|,
which is submultiplicative: ||AB||1 ≤ ||A||1 ||B||1. Then since A has non-negative entries, we have
E‖A‖1 = ‖EA‖1. Moreover, for any ε ∈ (0, 1), ‖A‖ε1 ≤ ‖Aε‖1, where Aε denotes the matrix A with
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each entry to the ε power. We are going to apply these to the form of top Lyapunov exponent γA.
For any ε > 0, by Jensen’s inequality we have
γA = inf
n≥1
(nε)−1E log ||Πt,t−n+1||ε1
≤ inf
n≥1
(nε)−1 logE||Πt,t−n+1||ε1.
Then from properties of ‖ · ‖1 above, we infer that
E‖Πt,t−n+1‖ε1 ≤ E‖Πεt,t−n+1‖1 = ‖EΠεt,t−n+1‖1 ≤ ‖EΠ(ε)t,t−n+1‖1(2.5)
where Π(ε)t,t−n+1 = A
ε
1 · · ·Aεt−n+1. The last inequality follows from the superadditivity of the function
f (x) = xε. Since the matrices Ai are i.i.d., we have EΠ(ε)t,t−n+1 = (EA
ε)n. Here we take the n-th
power in terms of matrix multiplication. Hence
γA ≤ inf
n≥1
(nε)−1 log ‖(EAε)n‖1 = 1
ε
inf
n≥1
log ‖(EAε)n‖1/n1 ,
Recall from Gelfand’s formula (e.g. [2, (1.3.3)]) that for any matrix norm ‖ · ‖ we can write
lim
n→∞ ‖(EA
ε)n‖1/n = ρ(EAε).
Taking the norm ‖ · ‖1, we obtain
γA ≤ 1
ε
inf
n≥1
log ‖(EAε)n‖1/n1 ≤
1
ε
lim
n→∞ log ‖(EA
ε)n‖1/n1 =
1
ε
log ρ(EAε).
Hence in order to show γA < 0, it suffices to show that ρ(EAε) < 1. Since the spectral radius
ρ(EAε) is the maximum of eigenvalues of EAε, which are diagonal elements, stationarity is implied
by (2.4).
Remark 2.1. (i) By the equivalence of matrix norms, the argument above works for any norm. In
order to observe this, take a certain norm ‖ · ‖ and apply the inequality ‖A‖ ≤ c‖A‖1. Then by (2.5)
we obtain E‖Πt,t−n+1‖ε ≤ cε‖EΠ(ε)t,t−n+1‖1. Since limn→∞ cε/n = 1 for any constant c > 0, the whole
argument holds.
(ii) By the submultiplicativity of ‖ · ‖1, it is immediate to see that
γA ≤ 1
ε
log ‖EAε‖1.
However, we do not have any control on the norm ‖EAε‖1, in particular it can be greater than 1
for any ε. It is essential in our situation that ρ(EAε) ≤ ‖EAε‖1 and involving Gelfand’s formula is
necessary to obtain the desired bound.
3. The main result and the proof of the main part
3.1. The main result. We are going to determine the coordinate-wise tail indices of W = (W1, . . . ,Wd).
We allow that some entries of A above the diagonal are a.s. zero, i.e. for some i < j, Ai j = 0 a.s.
so that the tail behavior of Wi is not necessarily affected by the laws of all coordinates W j, i < j.
In the extreme case of a diagonal matrix (having the maximal possible number of zeros), the tail
of each coordinate can be determined independently of each other. On the other hand, if A has no
zeros above the diagonal, the law of any coordinate is affected by all subsequent ones. In order
to describe this phenomenon precisely, we introduce two definitions which clarify the connec-
tions between d coordinates and also introduce the corresponding notion for the tail index of each
coordinate.
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We start with defining the relation on the set {1, . . . , d} of subscripts which characterizes an
interaction between coordinates.
Definition 3.1. For i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d} we say that i directly depends on j and write i 4 j if P(Ai j >
0) > 0. We further write i ≺ j if i 4 j and i , j.
Observe that i 4 j implies i ≤ j since A is upper triangular, while i 4 i follows from the
positivity of diagonal entries. We extract each component of SRE (2.2) and may write
(3.1) Wi,t =
d∑
j=1
Ai j,tW j,t−1 + Bi,t =
∑
j: j<i
Ai j,tW j,t−1 + Bi,t,
where in the latter sum all coefficients Ai j,t are positive with positive probability. From this, we
obtain the component-wise SRE in the form
(3.2) Wi,t = Aii,tWi,t−1 +
∑
j: ji
Ai j,tW j,t−1 + Bi,t = Aii,tWi,t−1 + Di,t,
where Di,t =
∑
j: ji Ai j,tW j,t−1 + Bi,t. In this expression, one could see that the tail of Wi,t is deter-
mined by the comparison of the autoregressive behavior, characterized by the index αi, and the tail
behavior of Di,t, which depends on the indices α j, j  i. To clarify such relations, we define new
exponents α˜i:
(3.3) α˜i = min{αi, α˜ j : i ≺ j}.
Notice that α˜i , min{α j : i ≤ j} and both relations α˜i = min{α j : i ≤ j} or α˜i > min{α j : i ≤ j}
could be possible depending on zeros of A, though α˜d = αd. Therefore the tail indices can be
determined step-wisely from the last coordinate to the first one.
For further convenience we introduce a modified version of the relation from Definition 3.3,
with which we can describe the tail indices all at once.
Definition 3.2. We say that i depends on j and write i E j if there exists m ∈ N and a sequence
(i(k))0≤k≤m such that i = i(0) ≤ · · · ≤ i(m) = j and P(Ai(k)i(k+1) > 0) > 0 for k = 0, . . . ,m − 1. We
write i C j if i E j and i , j.
Equivalently, the condition on the sequence (i(k))0≤k≤m can be presented in the form i 4 i(1) 4
· · · 4 i(m) = j. In particular, i 4 j implies i E j. Now we can write
(3.4) α˜i = min{α j : i E j}
which is equivalent to (3.3), though has a more convenient form.
Definitions 3.1 and 3.2 are quite similar, but there is a significant difference between the two
relations. By i 4 j we mean that the entry Ai j of the matrix A is positive, while i E j means
that for some m ∈ N the corresponding entry of the matrix Π0,−m is positive. The former relation
gives a stronger condition. On the other hand, the latter is more convenient in many situations.
Throughout the paper both of them are exploited.
Now we are ready to formulate the main theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that condition (T) is satisfied for a random matrix A. Let W be the solution
to (2.1). Then there exist strictly positive constants C1, . . . ,Cd such that
(3.5) lim
x→∞ x
α˜iP(Wi > x) = Ci, i = 1, . . . , d.
The following example gives some intuition of what the statement of the theorem means in
practice.
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Example 3.4. Let
A =

A11 A12 0 0 A15
0 A22 0 A24 0
0 0 A33 0 A35
0 0 0 A44 0
0 0 0 0 A55

where P(Ai j > 0) > 0 and other components are zero a.s. Suppose that α4 < α3 < α2 < α5 < α1
and A satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.3. Then α˜1 = α4, α˜2 = α4, α˜3 = α3, α˜4 = α4 and
α˜5 = α5.
We explain the example step by step. The last coordinate W5 is the solution to 1-dimensional
SRE, so its tail index is α5. Since there is no j such that 4 C j, α4 is the tail index of W4. For the
third coordinate the situation is different: we have 3 C 5, so the tail of W3 depends on W5. But
α3 < α5, so the influence of W5 is negligible and we obtain the tail index α˜3 = α3. Inversely, the
relations 2 C 4 and α2 > α4 imply α˜2 = α4. The first coordinate clearly depends on the second and
fifth, but recall that the second one also depends on the fourth. Hence we have to compare α1 with
α2, α4 and α5. The smallest one is α4, hence α˜1 = α4 is the tail index. Although the dependence of
W1 on W4 is indirect, we see it in the relation 1 C 4.
3.2. Proof of the main result. The proof includes not a few preliminary results which are long
and technical, so that they are presented in later sections (Sections 4 and 5). We provide the outline
of the entire proof, referring to appropriate parts of these auxiliary results. In the main proof [Proof
of Theorem 3.3] we fix the coordinate number k and consider two cases : α˜k = αk and α˜k < αk.
In the first case α˜k = αk we rely on Goldie’s result [15, Theorem 2.3], which directly leads to the
conclusion. In Lemma 4.3 we check conditions of [15, Theorem 2.3] where the moment conditions
obtained in Lemma 4.2 are intensively used. Thus in [Proof of Theorem 3.3] below, we will just
refer to Lemma 4.3 for this case.
The proof of the case α˜k < αk is more complicated and requires several auxiliary results. We use
the induction for the coordinate number ` such that k E ` C j0 where j0 is the maximal coordinate
number among j B k such that the modified tail indices α˜ j and α˜k are equal. Take the maximal (in
the standard order on N) number ` among k E ` C j0 and show α˜` = α j0 . We inductively reduce
the number ` using results for larger indices than `, and finally reach ` = k. In each induction,
there are tree main steps.
The first one is to find the unique coordinate number j0 B ` such that α˜` = α j0 , and obtain the
expression
W`,t = U` j0(t, t − s)W j0,t−s−1 + R` j0(t, t − s),(3.6)
where R`,t(t, t − s) is negligible part for sufficiently large s. Here both U` j0(t, t − s) and R` j0(t, t − s)
include random elements at time from t − s to t. To obtain expression (3.6) we should determine
negligible parts of W` step by step. One can follow these steps through Lemma 5.1 and expression
(5.19) under the different conditions (Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.7).
The second step is to show that R` j0(t, t − s) is indeed negligible for sufficiently large s. The
quantity is a finite collection of negligible parts. In the process of finding the main dominant term,
we simultaneously prove that negligible parts are in fact ignorable. We see this through (5.6) in
Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.3 and (5.20) under conditions of Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.7.
The final step is related with Breiman’s lemma applied to U` j0(t, t − s)W j0,t−s−1 in [Proof of
Theorem 3.3]. By stationarity of W` and independence of U` j0(t, t − s) and W j0,t−s−1 we obtain
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P(W` > x) ∼ E[U` j0(t, t − s)α j0 ]P(W j0 > x), i.e. the quotient of the left and right hand sides
tends to 1 as x → ∞. However here we need to let s → ∞ for R` j0(t, t − s) to be negligible.
The existence of lims→∞ E[U` j0(t, t − s)α j0 ] is assured in Lemma 5.4. Then eventually we get
P(W` > x) ∼ C · P(W j0 > x) for some constant C, which can be computed from a direct formula.
Now we move to the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Fix k ≤ d. If α˜k = αk, then the statement of the theorem directly follows
from Lemma 4.3. If α˜k < αk, then there is a unique j0 B k such that α˜k = α˜ j0 = α j0 . Another
application of Lemma 4.3 proves that
(3.7) lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(W j0 > x) = C j0
for some constant C j0 > 0. By Stationarity we set t = 0 without loss of generality.
The proof follows by induction with respect to number j in backward direction, namely we start
with j = j1 := max{` : k E ` C j0} and reduce j until j = k. Notice that j1 ≺ j0 and ` = j1 satisfies
conditions of Lemma 5.7. Thus there exists s0 such that for any s > s0 we have
W j,0 = U j j0(s)W j0,−s−1 + R j j0(s),(3.8)
where U j j0(s) is independent of W j0,−s−1 such that EU j j0(s)
α j < ∞, and R j j0(s) satisfies (5.20). We
are going to estimate P(W j,0 > x) from both below and above. Since R j j0(s) ≥ 0 a.s.
P(W j,0 > x) ≥ P(U j j0(s)W j0,−s−1 > x)
holds, and by Breiman’s lemma [9, Lemma B.5.1] for fixed s > s0
lim
x→∞
P(U j j0(s)W j0,−s−1 > x)
P(W j0 > x)
= E[U j j0(s)
α j0 ] =: u j(s).
Combining these with Eq. (3.7), we obtain the lower estimate
(3.9) lim
x→∞
xα j0P(W j,0 > x) ≥ u j(s) ·C j0 .
Now we pass to the upper estimate. Recall (5.20) in Lemma 5.7 which implies that for any δ ∈
(0, 1) and ε > 0 there exists s1 (> s0) such that for s > s1
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P
(
R j j0(s) > δx
)
= δ−α j0 lim
x→∞(δx)
α j0P
(
R j j0(s) > δx
)
< ε.
Then for fixed s ≥ s1, we apply Lemma A.1, which is a version of Breiman’s lemma, to (3.8) and
obtain
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(W j,0 > x) = lim
x→∞ x
α j0P
(
U j j0(s)W j0,−s−1 + R j j0(s) > x
)
≤ lim
x→∞ x
α j0P
(
U j j0(s)W j0,−s−1 > x(1 − δ)
)
+ lim
x→∞ x
α j0P
(
R j j0(s) > δx
)
< lim
x→∞ x
α j0P
(
U j j0(s)
1 − δ W j0,−s−1 > x
)
+ ε
= E[U j j0(s)
α j0 ](1 − δ)−α j0 lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(W j0 > x) + ε
= (1 − δ)−α j0 u j(s) ·C j0 + ε,(3.10)
where we also use (3.7). Here we may let ε→ 0 and δ→ 0 together with s→ ∞ and the existence
and positivity of the limit u j = lims→∞ u j(s) > 0 is assured by Lemma 5.4. Thus from (3.9) and
(3.10) we have
u j ·C j0 = lims→∞ u j(s) ·C j0 ≤ limx→∞ x
α j0P(W j,0 > x) ≤ lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(W j,0 > x) ≤ lim
s→∞ u j(s) ·C j0 = u j ·C j0 .
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This implies that
(3.11) lim
x→∞ x
α˜ jP(W j,0 > x) = u j ·C j0 =: C j.
Now we go back to the induction process.
If j1 = k, then the proof is over, and if j1 , k, we set j2 = max{` : k E ` C j0, ` , j1}. Then
there are two possibilities, depending on whether j2 ≺ j1. If j2 ⊀ j1, then the assumptions of
Lemma 5.7 are satisfied with ` = j2 and we repeat the argument that we used for j1. If j2 ≺ j1, the
assumptions of Lemma 5.6 are fulfilled with ` = j2. Since the assertion of Lemma 5.6 is the same
as that of Lemma 5.7, we can again repeat the argument that we used for j1.
In general, we define jm+1 = max({` : k E ` C j0} \ { j1, . . . , jm}). If jm+1 ≺ j for some
j ∈ { j1, . . . , jm}, then we use Lemma 5.6. Otherwise we use Lemma 5.7. Then by induction we
prove (3.11) for every j : k E j C j0, particularly in the end we also obtain
Ck = lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(Wk > x).

Notice that we have two limit operations, with respect to x and s, and always the limit with
respect to x is outside. We cannot exchange the limits, namely we have to let s → ∞ with s
depending on x.
4. Case α˜k = αk
The assumption α˜k = αk means that the tail behavior of Wk is determined by its auto-regressive
property, namely the tail index is the same as that of the solution V of the SRE V d= AkkV + Bk.
The tails of other coordinates on which k depends are of smaller order, which is rigorously shown
by evaluating moments in Lemma 4.2. In Lemma 4.3 we obtain the tail index of Wk by applying
Goldie’s result. At there referring to Lemma 4.2 we observe that the perturbation induced by
random elements other than those of kth coordinate (Akk, Bk) are negligible.
In order to evaluate moments of each component Wi, i = 1, . . . , d in Lemma 4.2 we use d-
dimensional series representation (2.3). We write an expression for a partial sum of the series and
then treat it as a system of d equations, one for each component. To see components of coefficients
Πt,t−n+1 in (2.3) the following definition is useful.
Definition 4.1. For m ∈ N and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ d let Hm(i, j) be the set of all sequences of m + 1 indices
(h(k))0≤k≤m such that h(0) = i, h(m) = j and h(k) 4 h(k + 1) for k = 0, . . . ,m − 1. We denote the
sequences (h(k))0≤k≤m ∈ Hm(i, j) by just h ∈ Hm(i, j) for convenience.
Notice that each of such sequences is non-decreasing since A is upper triangular. Moreover,
Hm(i, j) is nonempty if and only if i E j and m is large enough.
Lemma 4.2. For any coordinate i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, EWαi < ∞ if 0 < α < α˜i.
Proof. For fixed i, let us approximate W0 by finite sums of the series (2.3). We will denote Sn =∑n
m=0Π0,−m+1B−m and Sn = (S 1,n, . . . , S d,n). We have then
(4.1) S i,n =
n∑
m=1
∑
j: jDi
∑
h∈Hm(i, j)
( m−1∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),−p
)
B j,−m + Bi,0.
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Suppose that α ≤ 1. Then, by independence of Ah(p−1)h(p),−p, p = 1, . . . ,m and B j,−m,
ES αi,n ≤
n∑
m=1
∑
j: jDi
∑
h∈Hm(i, j)
( m−1∏
p=0
EAαh(p)h(p+1),−p
)
EBαj,−m + EB
α
i,0.
To estimate the right-hand side, we will need to estimate the number of elements of Hm(i, j). To
see the convergence of the series (2.3) it suffices to consider m > 2d. Recall that the sequences in
Hm(i, j) are non-decreasing, thus for a fixed j there are at most j − i non-diagonal terms in each
product on the right-hand side of (4.1). The non-diagonal terms in the product coincide with the
moments, where the sequence h changes its value. If there are exactly j − i such moments, then
the values are uniquely determined. There are
(
m
j−i
)
possibilities of placing the moments among m
terms of the sequence and
(
m
j−i
)
<
(
m
d
)
since m > 2d and j − i < d.
If we have l < j − i non-diagonal elements in the product, then there are
(
m
l
)
possibilities of
placing them among other terms and there are less than
(
j−i
l
)
possible sets of l values. Hence we
have at most
(
m
l
)(
j−i
l
)
<
(
m
d
)
d! sequences for a fixed l. Moreover, there are j − i < d possible values
of l, and hence there are at most d · d! ·
(
m
d
)
sequences in Hm(i, j). Since
(
m
d
)
< m
d
d! , the number of
sequences in Hm(i, j) is further bounded by dmd.
Now recall that there is ρ < 1 such that EAαj j ≤ ρ for each j B i and that there is a uniform bound
M such that EAαjl < M and EB
α
j < M whenever j D i, for any l. It follows that
ES αi,n ≤C +
n∑
m=2d
∑
j: jDi
∑
h∈Hm(i, j)
Md+1ρm−d(4.2)
≤C +
n∑
m=2d
∑
j: jDi
dMd+1ρ−d · mdρm
≤C +
n∑
m=2d
d2Md+1ρ−d · mdρm
= C + d2Md+1ρ−d
n∑
m=2d
mdρm < ∞
uniformly in n, with C > 0, which is bounded from above. Hence there exists the limit S i =
limn→∞ S i,n a.s. and ES αi < ∞. By (2.3) we have W0 = limn→∞ Sn a.s. and we conclude that
EWαi,0 < ∞.
If α > 1, then by Minkowski’s inequality we obtain
(ES αi,n)
1/α ≤ C′ +
n∑
m=2d
∑
j: jDi
∑
h∈Hm(i, j)
( m−1∏
p=0
(EAαh(p)h(p+1),−p)
1/α
)
(EBαj,−m)
1/α.
with C′ > 0. The same argument as above shows the uniform convergence. Thus the conclusion
follows. 
Suppose that we have α˜k = αk. This implies that αk < α˜ j for each j B k and hence, by Lemma
4.2, EWαkj < ∞. The next lemma proves the assertion of the main theorem in case α˜k = αk.
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Lemma 4.3. Suppose assumptions of Theorem 3.3 are satisfied and let k ≤ d. Provided that
α˜k = αk, there exists a positive constant Ck such that
(4.3) lim
x→∞ x
α˜kP(Wk > x) = Ck.
Proof. We are going to use Theorem 2.3 of Goldie [15] which asserts that if
(4.4)
∫ ∞
0
|P(Wk,t−1 > x) − P(Akk,tWk,t−1 > x)|xαk−1dx < ∞,
then
(4.5) lim
x→∞ x
αkP(Wk > x) = Ck,
where
Ck =
1
E
[
Aαkkk log Akk
] ∫ ∞
0
(
P(Wk,t−1 > x) − P(Akk,tWk,t−1 > x)) xαk−1dx.
To prove (4.4), we are going to use Lemma 9.4 from [15], which derives the equality
(4.6)
∫ ∞
0
(P(Wk,t > x) − P(Akk,tWk,t−1 > x))xαk−1dx = 1
αk
E
[
Wαkk,t − (Akk,tWk,t−1)αk
]
=: I.
We consider two cases depending on the value of αk.
Case 1. αk < 1.
Due to Lemma 4.2 and Dk,t =
∑
j: jk Ak j,tW j,t−1 + Bk,t we obtain
αkI ≤ E [(Wk,t − Akk,tWk,t−1)αk] = EDαkk,t < ∞.
Case 2. αk ≥ 1.
For any x ≥ y ≥ 0 and α ≥ 1 the following inequality holds:
xα − yα = α
∫ x
y
tα−1dt ≤ αxα−1(x − y).
Since Wk,t ≥ Akk,tWk,t−1 ≥ 0 a.s. we can estimate
Wαkk,t − (Akk,tWk,t−1)αk ≤ αkWαk−1k,t (Wk,t − Akk,tWk,t−1)
= αkDk,tW
αk−1
k,t
= αkDk,t(Akk,tWk,t−1 + Dk,t)αk−1.
Since the formula
(x + y)α ≤ max{1, 2α−1}(xα + yα)
holds for any x, y > 0 and each α, by putting α = αk − 1 we obtain
I ≤ E
[
Dk,t(Akk,tWk,t−1 + Dk,t)αk−1
]
≤ max{1, 2αk−2}(EDαkk,t + E[Dk,t(Akk,tWk,t−1)αk−1]).
Since EDαkk,t < ∞ by Lemma 4.2, it remains to prove the finiteness of the second expectation. In
view of Dk,t = Bk,t +
∑
j: jk Ak j,tW j,t−1,
E[Dk,t(Akk,tWk,t−1)αk−1] = E
[
Aαk−1kk,t Bk,t
]
EWαk−1k,t−1 +
∑
jk
E
[
Aαk−1kk,t Ak j,t
]
E
[
Wαk−1k,t−1 W j,t−1
]
,
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where we use independence of (A·,t, B·,t) and (W·,t−1). Since EW
αk−1
k,t−1 < ∞ by Lemma 4.2, we focus
on the remaining terms. Take p = αk+ε
αk+ε−1 and q = αk + ε with 0 < ε < min{α˜ j : j B k} − αk. Then
since
p(αk − 1) = αk + ε
αk + ε − 1(αk − 1) =
(
1 +
1
αk + ε − 1
)
(αk − 1) <
(
1 +
1
αk − 1
)
(αk − 1) = αk,
the Hölder’s inequality together with Lemma 4.2 yields
E
[
Wαk−1k,t−1 W j,t−1
]
≤
(
EW p(αk−1)k,t−1
)1/p · (EWαk+εj,t−1 )1/q < ∞.
Similarly E[Aαk−1kk,t Bk,t] < ∞ and E[Aαk−1kk,t Ak j,t] < ∞ hold and hence I < ∞. 
5. Case α˜k < αk
The situation is now the opposite. The auto-regressive behavior of Wk does not play role since
k depends on coordinates which have dominant tails. More precisely, we prove that Wk has a
regularly varying tail and its tail index is smaller than αk. It is equal to the tail index α j0 of the
unique coordinate W j0 such that α˜k = α j0(= α˜ j0). As seen in the proof of Theorem 3.3, this is done
by expression (3.6) (but with ` = j and t = 0 in the proof, see (3.8)):
W`,t = U` j0(t, t − s)W j0,t−s−1 + R` j0(t, t − s), ` : k E ` C j0
which is one of our goals in this section. At the same time we show that R` j0(t, t − s) is negligible
in the tail as s → ∞, so that tail of W` comes from U` j0(t, t − s)W j0,t−s−1. Moreover, we will
apply the Breiman’s lemma to U` j0(t, t− s)W j0,t−s−1. Then we also need to see the limit behavior of
EU` j0(t, t − s)α j0 as s→ ∞.
To reach the expression (3.6), we find out negligible parts in W` step by step, while extracting
all sorts of dependence on the main element W j0 . We take two steps: Lemma 5.1 (the first step)
and Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 (the second step). In the first step decomposition is based on the series
representation of W`, and we find out in Lemma 5.3 that the tail of the series is a smaller order
term. In the meanwhile, the second step is based on coordinate-wise SRE. Other smaller order
terms included in R` j0(t, t − s) are figured out simultaneously with the decomposition steps. The
limit behavior of EU` j0(t − s)α j0 as s→ ∞ is given in Lemma 5.4.
We need to introduce two notions to simplify the notation of the following results. For the
products of the diagonal entries of the matrix A we write
Π
(i)
t,s =
Aii,t · · · Aii,s, t ≥ s,1, t < s. i = 1, . . . , d.
We also define the subset H′m(i, j) ⊂ Hm(i, j) as
(5.1) H′m(i, j) = {h ∈ Hm(i, j) : h(1) , i},
namely H′m(i, j) is the subset of Hm(i, j) such that the first two terms of its elements are not equal:
i = h(0) , h(1).
The first step of the decomposition is as follows.
Lemma 5.1. For any ` ≤ d and s ∈ N, W`,0 admits the decomposition
(5.2) W`,0 = Qs,1 + Qs,2 + Qs a.s.
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where
Qs,1 =
∑
j: jB`
∑
h∈Hs+1(`, j)
s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),−pW j,−s−1,(5.3)
Qs,2 =
s∑
n=0
Π
(`)
0,−n+1
(
B`,−n +
∑
j: jB`
s−n∑
m=1
∑
h∈H′m(`, j)
m∏
p=1
Ah(p−1)h(p),−n+1−pB j,−n−m
)
,(5.4)
Qs =
∞∑
n=s+1
Π
(`)
0,−nD`,−n−1,(5.5)
with D`,t =
∑
j: j` A` j,tW j,t−1 + B`,t. Moreover
(5.6) P(Qs,2 > x) = o(P(W` > x)) as x→ ∞.
The overview of the decomposition (5.2) is as follows. In view of the series representation (5.7)
of W`,0, Qs,1 + Qs,2 constitutes the partial sum until term (n = s), while Qs is the infinite sum from
n = s + 1. Then among the ingredients of the partial sum until n = s, we take those which include
W·,· together in Qs,1, while the remaining terms, which include B·,·, form Qs,2. The latter is shown
to be negligible in the tail and Qs is also proved to be negligible for large s. The element W j0 of
the largest tail is kept in Qs,1. The quantity Qs,1 is studied carefully in latter lemmas.
Proof. Step 1. Series representation of Wk,0.
First we show that the series
W`,t =
∞∑
n=0
Π
(`)
t,t−n+1D`,t−n, 0 ≤ ` ≤ d.(5.7)
converges and then prove that the vector (W1,t, . . . ,Wd,t) with each coordinate given by the series
indeed constitutes the solution of SRE (2.2). For this we evaluate the moment of some order
α : 0 < α < α˜` where without loss of generality we let α < 1. By Fubini’s theorem
EWα`,t = E
 ∞∑
n=0
Π
(`)
t,t−n+1D`,t−n
α
≤
∞∑
n=0
ρn(dML + M) < ∞,
where L = max{EWαj : j  `} and M = max{EBα` ,EAα` j : j  `} are finite constants, and ρ :=
EAα`` < 1. Hence the series defined in (5.7) converges. Moreover, by definition of D`,t, (5.7) can be
restated as
W`,t =
∑
j: j`
A` j,tW j,t−1 + B`,t +
∞∑
n=1
Π
(`)
t,t−n+1D`,t−n
=
∑
j: j`
A` j,tW j,t−1 + B`,t + A``,t
∞∑
n=0
Π
(`)
t−1,t−nD`,t−n−1
=
∑
j: j<`
A` j,tW j,t−1 + B`,t,
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and therefore the vector (W1,t, . . . ,Wd,t) given by (5.7) solves SRE (2.2) (cf. (3.2)). Now by unique-
ness of the solution we conclude that Wt is represented with (5.7) a.s. for each t. Thus we can
define both Qs and Qs by
W`,0 =:
s∑
n=0
Π
(`)
0,−n+1D`,−n︸             ︷︷             ︸
Qs
+
∞∑
n=s+1
Π
(`)
0,−n+1D`,−n︸               ︷︷               ︸
Qs
.
Step 2. Decomposition of Qs.
Substituting component-wise SRE, we decompose
Qs =
s∑
n=0
Π
(`)
0,−n+1D`,−n =
s∑
n=0
Π
(`)
0,−n+1
(∑
i:i`
A`i,−nWi,−n−1 + B`,−n
)
︸                                    ︷︷                                    ︸
ξn
:=
s∑
n=0
ξn(5.8)
into two quantities Qs,1 and Qs,2 where Qs,1 is constructed by a liner combination of components
of W−s−1: W j,−s−1, j B `, and Qs,2 is that by B j,−i, j D `, 0 ≤ i ≤ s. We will analyze each ingredient
ξn of the last sum, which is divided into two parts (ηn, ζn). We are starting with n = s,
ξs = Π
(`)
0,−s+1
∑
j: j`
A` j,−sW j,−s−1︸                        ︷︷                        ︸
ηs
+ Π
(`)
0,−s+1B`,−s︸        ︷︷        ︸
ζs
= ηs + ζs.
Next, for n = s − 1 applying component-wise SRE (3.1), we obtain
ξs−1 = Π
(`)
0,−s+2
∑
j: j`
A` j,−s+1
(∑
i:i< j
A ji,−sWi,−s−1 + B j,−s
)
+ Π
(`)
0,−s+2B`,−s+1
= Π
(`)
0,−s+2
∑
j: j`
A` j,−s+1
∑
i:i< j
A ji,−sWi,−s−1︸                                       ︷︷                                       ︸
ηs−1
+ Π
(`)
0,−s+2
(
B`,−s+1 +
∑
j: j`
A` j,−s+1B j,−s
)
︸                                      ︷︷                                      ︸
ζs−1
= ηs−1 + ζs−1.
In this way, we define ηn, n ≤ s which consists of terms including (W j,−s−1) and ζn, n ≤ s which
contains the terms (B j,−i). Observe that in most η· and ζ·, a multiple summation signs Σ would
appear, which is not convenient. To write them in simpler forms, we are going to use the notation
(5.1). This yields
ηs−1 = Π
(`)
0,−s+2
∑
i:iB`
∑
j:i< j`
A` j,−s+1A ji,−sWi,−s−1
= Π
(`)
0,−s+2
∑
i:iB`
∑
h∈H′2(`,i)
( 2∏
p=1
Ah(p−1)h(p),−s+2−p
)
Wi,−s−1,(5.9)
where H′2(`, i) = ∅ if ` − i > 1. Notice that not every i : i B ` of the sum could survive, since in
the next step we take a sum over the set H′2(`, i) which is empty for inappropriate i. For each ηn
we could obtain such a simple expression by the notation (5.1). To confirm this, let us return to the
decomposition of ξ and see one more step of the iteration for η. For n = s − 2 we have
ξs−2 = Π
(`)
0,−s+3
[ ∑
j: j`
A` j,−s+2
{∑
i:i< j
A ji,−s+1
( ∑
u:u<i
Aiu,−sWu,−s−1 + Bi,−s
)
+ B j,−s+1
}
+ B`,−s+2
]
,(5.10)
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so that similar to the case n = s − 1, we obtain the expression
ηs−2 = Π
(`)
0,−s+3
∑
j: j`
A` j,−s+2
∑
i:i< j
A ji,−s+1
∑
u:u<i
Aiu,−sWu,−s−1
= Π
(`)
0,−s+3
∑
u:uB`
∑
i, j:u<i< j`
A` j,−s+2A ji,−s+1Aiu,−sWu,−s−1
= Π
(`)
0,−s+3
∑
u:uB`
∑
h∈H′3(`,u)
( 3∏
p=1
Ah(p−1)h(p),−s+3−p
)
Wu,−s−1.(5.11)
In view of (5.9) and (5.11) we guess the form of ηn for any 0 ≤ n ≤ s. Indeed we can obtain the
general expression inductively as
(5.12) ηn = Π
(`)
0,−n+1
∑
u:uB`
∑
h∈H′s−n+1(`,u)
( s−n+1∏
p=1
Ah(p−1)h(p),−n+1−p
)
Wu,−s−1.
The expressions for ζn are similar but slightly different. Let us write it for n = s − 2. From (5.10)
we infer
ζs−2 = Π
(`)
0,−s+3
(
B`,−s+2 +
∑
j: j`
A` j,−s+2B j,−s+1 +
∑
j: j`
A` j,−s+2
∑
i:i< j
A ji,−s+1Bi,−s
)
= Π
(`)
0,−s+3
(
B`,−s+2 +
∑
j: jB`
∑
h∈H′1(`, j)
Ah(0)h(1),−s+2B j,−s+1 +
∑
i:iB`
∑
h∈H′2(`,i)
( 2∏
p=1
Ah(p−1)h(p),−s+3−p
)
Bi,−s
)
.
(5.13)
By the iterative use of component-wise SRE to ζn, we obtain the general formula:
(5.14) ζn = Π
(`)
0,−n+1
(
B`,−n +
∑
j: jB`
s−n∑
m=1
∑
h∈H′m(`, j)
( m∏
p=1
Ah(p−1)h(p),−n+1−p
)
B j,−n−m
)
.
Finally, we obtain
Qs =
s∑
n=0
ξn =
s∑
n=0
ηn︸︷︷︸
Qs,1
+
s∑
n=0
ζn︸︷︷︸
Qs,2
,
where in the final step from
Qs,1 =
s∑
n=0
Π
(`)
0,−n+1
∑
j: jB`
∑
h∈H′s−n+1(`, j)
( s−n+1∏
p=1
Ah(p−1)h(p),−n−p+1
)
W j,−s−1
to (5.3), we use the identity: for given n ≤ s and h′ ∈ H′s−n+1(`, j),
Π
(`)
0,−n+1
s−n+1∏
p=1
Ah′(p−1)h′(p),−n−p+1 =
s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),−p
for h ∈ Hs+1(`, j) such that h(0) = h(1) = . . . = h(n) = ` and h(n+ p) = h′(p) for p = 1, . . . , s−n+1.
All elements in Hs+1(`, j) are exhausted in this way.
Step 3. Estimation of Qs,2.
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We are going to show that Qs,2 is asymptotically negligible part in W`. Namely, we prove that
EQα˜`s,2 < ∞ while EW α˜`` = ∞. First recall that α˜` ≤ α j for j B ` and thus it follows from the
assumptions that EAα˜`i j < ∞ and EBα˜`i < ∞ for any i, j D `. We have
EQα˜`s,2 =E
{ s∑
n=0
Π
(`)
0,−n+1
(
B`,−n +
∑
j: jB`
s−n∑
m=1
∑
h∈H′m(`, j)
m∏
p=1
Ah(p−1)h(p),−n−p+1B j,−n−m
)}α˜`
.
Due to Minkowski’s inequality for α˜` > 1 and Jensen’s inequality for α˜` ≤ 1, this is bounded by
finite combinations of
E(Π(`)0,−n+1)
α˜` < ∞, EAα˜`h(p−1)h(p),−n−p+1 < ∞, and EBα˜`j,−n−m < ∞
for 0 ≤ n ≤ s, j : j D `, 1 ≤ m ≤ s − n and h ∈ H′m(`, j). Thus EQα˜`s,2 < ∞.
Next we show EW α˜`` = ∞. By definition of α˜`, there exists a unique j0 B ` such that α˜` = α j0 .
Then, it follows from (5.3) that
W`,0 ≥
∑
h∈Hm(`, j0)
m−1∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),−p ·W j0,−m
for some m ∈ N, where ∑h∈Hm(`, j0) ∏m−1p=0 Ah(p)h(p+1),−p is independent of W j0,−m and it has strictly
positive α j0th moment. Hence it suffices to show EW
α j0
j0,−m = ∞. By iteration we obtain for any
n > m that
W j0,−m = Π
( j0)
−m,−nW j0,−n−1 +
n−m∑
p=0
Π
( j0)
−m,−m−p+1D j0,−m−p,
where ED
α j0
j0
= C > 0 (possibly C = ∞) follows by P(B j0 > 0) > 0 and the stationarity. Recall that
EA
α j0
j0 j0
= 1. If α j0 ≤ 1, then
EW
α j0
j0,−m ≥
n−m∑
p=0
ED
α j0
j0,−m−p = (n − m)ED
α j0
j0
which is unbounded from above. If α j0 > 1, then
EW
α j0
j0,−m ≥ E
( n−m∑
p=0
D j0,−m−p
)α j0 ≥ E[(n − m)α j0−1 n−m∑
p=0
D
α j0
j0,−m−p
]
= (n − m)α j0EDα j0j0 ,
which is also unbounded. 
Example 5.2. In order to grasp the intuition of decomposition (5.2), we consider the case d = 2
and let
At =
(
A11,t A12,t
0 A22,t
)
.
Then applying the recursions W2,r = A22,rW2,r−1 + B2,r, −s ≤ r ≤ 0 to the quantity Qs of (5.8), we
obtain
Qs =
s∑
n=0
Π
(1)
0,−n+1D1,−n
=
s∑
n=0
Π
(1)
0,−n+1(A12,−nW2,−n−1 + B1,−n)
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=
s∑
n=0
Π
(1)
0,−n+1A12,−nΠ
(2)
−n−1,−sW2,−s−1
+
s∑
n=0
Π
(1)
0,−n+1
(
B1,−n +
s−n∑
m=1
A12,−nΠ
(2)
−n−1,−n+1−mB2,−n−m
)
,
where we recall that we use the convention Πn,n+1 = 1.
Let us focus on the first sum in the last expression, which is equal to Qs,1. Each term of this
sum contains a product of s + 1 factors of A: of A11, A12 and A22. Each product is completely
characterized by the nondecreasing sequence (h(i))s+1i=0 of natural numbers with h(0) = 1 and h(s +
1) = 2. If h(i) = 1 for i ≤ q and h(i) = 2 for i > q, then there are q A11 factors in front of
Ah(q)h(q+1) = A12 and s− q A22 factors behind. All such sequences constitute Hs+1(1, 2) of Definition
4.1. Thus we can write
Qs,1 =
∑
h∈Hs+1(1,2)
s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),−pW2,−s−1.
The second sum, which corresponds to Qs,2, has another sum of the products in the n-th term.
All terms in these secondary sums of m are starting with A12 and then have a product of A22
until B. Each of products are again characterized by a nondecreasing sequence (h(i))mi=0 such that
h(0) = 1, h(m) = 2 and h(1) , 1, because there is just one such sequence for each m. Thus we can
use H′m(1, 2) of Definition 4.1 and write
Qs,2 =
s∑
n=0
Π
(1)
0,−n+1
(
B1,−n +
s−n∑
m=1
∑
h∈H′m(1,2)
m∏
p=1
Ah(p−1)h(p),−n+1−pB2,−n−m
)
.
Now we are going to estimate the tail of Qs, (see (5.5)). Recall that j0 is the unique index with
the property α˜` = α j0 .
Lemma 5.3. Assume that for any j satisfying j0 D j B `,
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(W j > x) = C j > 0.
Then the term Qs of the decomposition of W`,0 satisfies the property that for any ε > 0 there exists
s0 such that
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(Qs > x) < ε
for any s ≥ s0.
Proof. For ρ := EA
α j0
`` < 1, we choose a constant γ ∈ (0, 1) such that ργ−α j0 =: δ < 1. We have
P(Qs > x) =P
( ∞∑
n=s+1
Π
(`)
0,−nD`,−n−1 > x
)
≤
∞∑
n=s+1
P
(
Π
(`)
0,−nD`,−n−1 > x · (1 − γ)γn−(s+1)
)
=
∞∑
n=0
P
(
Π
(`)
0,−n−s−1D`,−n−s−2 > x · (1 − γ)γn
)
≤
∞∑
n=0
P
(
Π
(`)
0,−n−s−1D
′
`,−n−s−2 > x ·
(1 − γ)γn
2
)
(:= I)
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+
∞∑
n=0
P
(
Π
(`)
0,−n−s−1D
′′
`,−n−s−2 > x ·
(1 − γ)γn
2
)
(:= II)
where we divided the series representation D`,t = B`,t +
∑
j` A` j,tW j,t−1 into two parts,
D`,−n−s−2 =
∑
j:`≺ jE j0
A` j,−n−s−2W j,−n−s−3︸                         ︷︷                         ︸
D′
`,−n−s−2
+
∑
j:`≺ j5 j0
A` j,−n−s−2W j,−n−s−3 + B`,−n−s−2︸                                         ︷︷                                         ︸
D′′
`,−n−s−2
.
For the second sum II, we have E(D′′`,t−n−s−2)
α j0 < ∞ by Lemma 4.2 and condition (T), so that
Markov’s inequality yields
xα j0 II ≤
∞∑
n=0
2α j0 (1 − γ)−α j0γ−nα j0ρs+n+2E(D′′`,−n−s−2)α j0 ≤ c ρs+2
∞∑
n=0
δn.(5.15)
For the first sum I, we use conditioning in the following way.
xα j0 I ≤
∞∑
n=0
∑
j:`≺ jE j0
xα j0P
(
Π
(`)
0,−n−s−1A` j,−n−s−2W j,−n−s−3 >
x · (1 − γ)γn
2d
)
=
∞∑
n=0
∑
j:`≺ jE j0
E
[
xα j0P
(
GnW j,−n−s−3 > x | Gn)],
where Gn = Π
(`)
0,−n−s−1A` j,−n−s−2(1 − γ)−1γ−n · 2d. Notice that Gn and W j,−n−s−3 are independent such
that
EG
α j0
n ≤ c` · ρn+s+2((1 − γ)γn)−α j0 (2d)α j0 ,
where c` = max j{EAα j0` j : ` ≺ j E j0}. Recall by assumption that there is a constant c j such that for
every x > 0
P(W j > x) ≤ c jx−α j0 .
Therefore, we further obtain
xα j0 I ≤
∞∑
n=0
∑
j:`≺ jE j0
c j · c` · ρn+s+2((1 − γ)γn)−α j0 (2d)α j0 ≤ c′ · ρs+2
∞∑
n=0
δn(5.16)
with c′ = d · c` ·max{c j : ` ≺ j E j0} · (1 − γ)−α j0 (2d)α j0 . Now in view of (5.15) and (5.16), there is
s0 such that
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(Qs > x) < ε
for s > s0. 
We know from Lemmas 5.1 and 5.3 that the tail of W`,0 is determined by the part Qs,1 in (5.3):
Qs,1 =
∑
j: jB`
∑
h∈Hs+1(`, j)
s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),−pW j,−s−1.
In the subsequent Lemmas (Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7) we will apply the recurrence of W j,−s−1, j C j0
until they reach W j0 , where those W j could survive as the dominant terms, and terms W j, j 5 j0
are proved to be negligible. In these steps the behaviors of coefficients for all W j are inevitable.
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To avoid complexity, we define a new notion for coefficients and state properties needed. Let us
denote
(5.17) Ui j(t, t − s) =
∑
h∈Hs+1(i, j)
s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),t−p, i ≤ j,
where t = 0 corresponds to a coefficient in Qs,1. Since the sum is finite, it is clear that EUi j(t, t −
s)α j0 < ∞ for i, j : j0 D j D i D `. Moreover j D i yields that P(Ui j(t, t − s) > 0) > 0 for s large
enough (in particular s ≥ j − i is sufficient). By definition Ui j(t, t − s) is independent of W j,t−s−1.
Notice that when i = `, j = j0 and ` E j0, it is the coefficient of our targeting representation (3.6).
The following property is crucial in subsequent steps, particularly in the main proof.
Lemma 5.4. Let αi > α˜i = α j0 for some j0 B i and ui(s) := EUi j0(t, t − s)α j0 . Then, the limit
ui = lims→∞ ui(s) exists and it is positive.
Before starting the proof we need to justify the notation. Formally, the expectation ui(s) =
EUi j0(t, t − s)α j0 should depend on t. However, by stationarity, the law of U(t, t − s) remains
unchanged when we change t. Therefore the expectations are the same in all t and they depend
only on s.
Proof. First notice that ui(s) > 0 for s large enough since P(Ui j0(t, t − s) > 0) > 0 for j0 D i. We
are going to prove that the sequence ui(s) is non-decreasing w.r.t. s. Observe that
Ui j0(t, t − s) =
∑
h∈Hs+1(i, j0)
Aih(1),t
s∏
p=1
Ah(p)h(p+1),t−p
=
∑
j: j0D ji
Ai j,t ·
∑
h∈Hs(i, j0)
s∏
p=1
Ah(p)h(p+1),t−p
=
∑
j: j0D ji
Ai j,t · U j j0(t − 1, t − s),
where in the second step we consider all possible values for h(1). Here we notice that α˜i = α j0 < αi
implies that the last sum is non-empty. For a fixed number s, we obtain
Ui j0(t, t − s − 1) =
∑
j: j0D ji
Ai j,t · U j j0(t − 1, t − s − 1)
≥
∑
j: j0D ji
Ai j,t · U j j0(t − 1, t − s) · A j0 j0,t−s−1,
= Ui j0(t, t − s) · A j0 j0,t−s−1
and therefore, by independence,
EUi j0(t, t − s − 1)α j0 ≥ EUi j0(t, t − s)α j0 · EAα j0j0 j0 = EUi j0(t, t − s)α j0 .
Since ui(s) is non-decreasing in s, if (ui(s))s∈N is bounded uniformly in s, the limit exists. The next
step is to find the upper bound for ui(s). In presentation (5.17) each product can be divided into
two parts:
s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),t−p =
( s−m∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),t−p
)
︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
first part
·Π( j0)t−s+m−1,t−s︸       ︷︷       ︸
second part
,
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where m denotes the length of the product of A j0 j0 terms. In the first part, all h(·) but the last one
h(s − m) = j0 are strictly smaller than j0. Since EAα j0j0 j0 = 1, clearly
E
( s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),t−p
)α j0
= E
( s−m∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),t−p
)α j0
.
Now let H′′s+1( j, j0) denote the set of all sequences h ∈ Hs+1( j, j0) which have only one j0 at the
end. Suppose first that α j0 < 1. Then by Jensen’s inequality we obtain
EUi j0(t + 1, t − s)α j0 =E
( ∑
j: j0D ji
Ai j,t+1
∑
h∈Hs+1( j, j0)
s+1∏
p=1
Ah(p)h(p+1),t+1−p
)α j0
≤
∑
j: j0D ji
∑
h∈Hs+1( j, j0)
EA
α j0
i j
s∏
p=0
EA
α j0
h(p)h(p+1),t−p
=
∑
j: j0D ji
s∑
m=0
∑
h∈H′′s−m+1( j, j0)
EA
α j0
i j
s−m∏
p=0
EA
α j0
h(p)h(p+1),t−p
≤
∑
j: j0D ji
s∑
m=0
d(s − m + 1)d · Md · ρs−m
=
∑
j: j0D ji
dρ−1Md
s+1∑
l=1
ld · ρl
where l = s−m+1 and the last sum is bounded uniformly in s by the sum of the infinite series, which
converges to some positive constant. Here ρ = max{EAα j0j j : j C j0} < 1 and M = max{EA
α˜ j0
uv :
u, v C j0} < ∞. The number of non-diagonal elements is bounded by the dimension d. Moreover,
since H′′m(i, j) ⊂ Hm(i, j), the number of elements of H′′m(i, j) is less than dmd. Therefore EUi j0(t +
1, t − s)α j0 is bounded from above uniformly in s.
Similarly, if α j0 ≥ 1, then by Minkowski’s inequality we obtain(
EUi j0(t + 1, t − s)α j0
)1/α j0
=
E( ∑
j: j0D ji
Ai j,t+1
∑
h∈Hs+1( j, j0)
s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),t−p
)α j0 
1/α j0
≤
∑
j: j0D ji
∑
h∈Hs+1( j, j0)
s∏
p=0
(EA
α j0
i j )
1/α j0
(
EA
α j0
h(p)h(p+1),t−p
)1/α j0
=
∑
j: j0D ji
s∑
m=0
∑
h∈H′′s−m+1( j, j0)
(EA
α j0
i j )
1/α j0
s−m∏
p=0
(
EA
α j0
h(p)h(p+1),t−p
)1/α j0
,
which is again bounded from above, uniformly in s, by the same argument. 
Remark 5.5. (i) The number ui depends only on i, since the index j0 = j0(i) is uniquely determined
for each i.
(ii) For further study, we need asymptotics of other coefficients U` j(t, t − s), ` E j C j0 which are
not treated in Lemma 5.4 and which connect W` with W j for ` E j C j0. For each such j we have
EU` j(t, t − s)α j0 → 0 as s→ ∞ and in particular there is sˆ j such that
(5.18) EU` j(t, t − s)α j0 < u` for s > sˆ j.
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This follows from an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 4.2. Indeed, one finds U` j(t, t−
s) with ` = i and s = m−1 in S i,n of (4.1). We briefly recall the logic. Without loss of generality we
set s ≥ 2d−1. The number of sequences in Hs+1(`, j) is less than d(s + 1)d. Write ρ := max{EAα j0ii :
j0 B i D `} < 1, and put M = max{EAα j0i j : j0 B i D j D `}. Then we recover the setting before (4.2)
but without terms B and from the second inequality in (4.2),
EU` j(t, t − s)α j0 ≤ dMd(s + 1)dρs+1−d s→∞−→ 0,
where Md+1 is replaced by Md since we do not have terms B.
We have already done all the preliminaries and we are ready for the goal of this section, i.e. to
establish the expression (3.6):
W`,0 = U` j0(0,−s)W j0,−s−1 + R` j(0,−s)
and prove the negligibility of the term R` j(0,−s) in the tail when s → ∞. For convenience we
denote U··(0,−s) by U··(s) and R··(0,−s) by R··(s) from here. By stationarity, for any t the terms
U··(t, t − s) and R··(t, t − s) are equal in distribution to U··(s) and R··(s) respectively.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that α˜` < α` and j0 B ` is the unique number with the property α˜` = α j0 .
Assume that
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(W j > x) = C j > 0
whenever j0 D j B `. Then for any ε > 0 there exists s0 such that if s > s0, W`,0 has a representation
W`,0 = U` j0(s)W j0,−s−1 + R` j0(s),(5.19)
where R` j0(s) satisfies
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(|R` j0(s)| > x) < ε.(5.20)
The proof is given by induction and the first step of the induction is proved in Lemma 5.7 which
gives (5.19) and (5.20) with more restrictive assumptions than those in Lemma 5.6. The result also
serves as a basic fact in each inductive step.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose that α` > α˜` = α j0 for some j0 B ` and α˜ j , α j0 for j B `, j , j0, namely j0
is the unique coordinate which has the largest tail among j : j B `, such that the other coordinates
on which ` depends ( j B `) do not depend on j0. Then for any ε > 0 there exists s0 such that for
any s > s0, W`,0 has a representation (5.19) which satisfies (5.20).
Notice that as long as we only represent W`,0 by U` j0(s)W j0,−s−1 plus some r.v., we need not take
a large s. Indeed, s = 0 is enough to obtain (U` j0(0) = A` j0,0) if ` ≺ j0. Thus, the number s0 is
specific for (5.20).
Proof. In view of (5.3) we may write
Qs,1 =
∑
h∈Hs+1(`, j0)
s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),−pW j0,−s−1 +
∑
j: jB`
j, j0
∑
h∈Hs+1(`, j)
s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),−pW j,−s−1
︸                                        ︷︷                                        ︸
Qs,11
(5.21)
= U` j0(s)W j0,−s−1 + Qs,11,
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where EQ
α j0
s,11 < ∞ by the two facts;
(1) EA
α j0
h(p)h(p+1),−p < ∞ for h ∈ Hs+1(`, j), j B `, j , j0 follows from α j0 < α j together with
condition (T),
(2) EW
α j0
j < ∞ for j B `, j , j0, which is due to Lemma 4.2.
Thus by Lemma 5.1 we have
W`,0 = Qs,1 + Qs,2 + Qs = U` j0(s)W j0,−s−1 + Qs,11 + Qs,2 + Q
s,
where Qs,11 and Qs,2 have finite moment of order α j0 and Q
s satisfies the conclusion of Lemma 5.3.
Now putting R` j0(s) = Qs,11 + Qs,2 + Q
s, we obtain the result. 
Proof of Lemma 5.6. Here we may allow the existence of j : j0 B j B `, so that there exist
sequences ( ji)0≤i≤n such that j0 B j1 B · · · B jn = `. Since these sequences are strictly decreasing,
their lengths are at most j0 − ` + 1, i.e. possibly smaller than j0 − ` + 1. Let n0 denote the
maximal length of sequence such that ( ji)1≤i≤n0 satisfies j0 B j1 B · · · B jn0 = `. Then clearly
j0  j1  · · ·  jn0 = `. We use induction with respect to this maximal number n0. The basic case
n0 = 1 is described in Lemma 5.7. Assume that (5.19) and (5.20) hold when n0 ≤ n and we show
that they hold with n0 = n + 1. The first term in (5.19) comes from the part Qs,1 of W`,0 in Lemma
5.1 and we further write
Qs,1 =
∑
j: j0D jB`
∑
h∈Hs+1(`, j)
s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),−pW j,−s−1︸                                            ︷︷                                            ︸
Qs,1a
+
∑
j: j04 jB`
∑
h∈Hs+1(`, j)
s∏
p=0
Ah(p)h(p+1),−pW j,−s−1︸                                            ︷︷                                            ︸
Qs,1b
.(5.22)
Recall that the relation ‘4’ describes dependence between the components of the solution Wt after
a finite number of iterations of (1.1). Therefore the range of summation j0 4 j B ` in Qs,1b means
that we take j which do not depend on j0, such that ` depends on j (but is not equal j). The relation
j B ` implies that α˜ j ≥ α˜`, while j0 4 j yields that α˜ j , α j0 . Recalling that α˜` = α j0 , we can say
that in Qs,1a we gather all j : j B ` such that α˜ j = α j0 and Qs,1b consists of j : j B ` such that
α˜ j > α j0 . Hence each W j appearing in Qs,1b has a tail of lower order than the tail of W j0 .
Notice that Qs,11 defined in (5.21) is the form that Qs,1b takes under the assumptions of Lemma
5.7. In this special case we also have Qs,1a = U` j0(s)W j0,−s−1. We are going to study the two
expressions in the more general setting of Lemma 5.6.
First we investigate the sum Qs,1a and inductively show the following facts. Assume that j0 D
j B `. Then for any ε j > 0, there exists s j such that if s > s j, then W j,0 has a representation
W j,t = U j j0(t, t − s)W j0,t−s−1 + R j j0(t, t − s),(5.23)
where R j j0(t, t − s) satisfies
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(|R j j0(t, t − s)| > x) < ε j.(5.24)
First we assume that t = 0. For j = j0 the iteration of SRE (1.1) yields that
W j0,t = A j0 j0,tW j0,t−1 + B j0,t = . . . = Π
( j0)
t,t−s︸︷︷︸
U j0 j0 (t,t−s)
W j0,t−s−1 +
s∑
n=0
Π
( j0)
t,t−n+1B j0,t−n︸               ︷︷               ︸
R j0 j0 (t,t−s)
,(5.25)
where we recall for n = 0 that Π( j0)t,t+1 = Id and for n = 1 that Π
( j0)
t,t = A j0 j0,t. Since R j0 j0(t, t − s)
is constituted by a finite sum of ingredients which have finite moment of order α j0 , we conclude
that ER j0 j0(t, t − s)α j0 < ∞ and therefore (5.24) holds. If j ≺ j0, so that n0 = 1, we reuse (5.19)
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and (5.20) in Lemma 5.7 with s0 = s j0 and ε = ε j0 there. If j satisfies j0 B j B `, and j ⊀ j0, we
consider sequences of the form j0 B j1 B · · · B jm = j. Since j > `, the largest possible number
of m is no more than n. Hence by the induction hypothesis we obtain the expressions (5.23) and
(5.24) with t = 0.
Now recall that all the quantities W j,t,Ui j(t, t− s),Ri j(t, t− s) are defined in terms of the stationary
Markov chain (At,Bt). Therefore the properties (5.23) and (5.24) are invariant under the shift of all
time-indices. Indeed (5.23) depends only on the structure of SRE (1.1) which holds almost surely
for any time t, while (5.24) is distributional property which depends only on a time duration and is
irrelevant to the starting time. This means that if the two conditions hold for t = 0, then they hold
for any t.
Fix arbitrary ε′′ > 0 and let ε j = ε′′ for any j : j0 D j B `. For a fixed j, let s j be such number
that (5.23) and (5.24) hold for any s > s j (with ε j = ε′′). We fix any numbers s1, s2 > max{s j :
j0 D j B `}. Letting t = −s1 − 1, we obtain
Qs1,1a =
∑
j: j0D jB`
U` j(s1)W j,−s1−1
=
∑
j: j0D jB`
U` j(s1)
{
U j j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)W j0,−s1−s2−2 + R j j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)
}
=
∑
j: j0D jB`
U` j(s1)U j j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)W j0,−s1−s2−2
+
∑
j: j0D jB`
U` j(s1)R j j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)
=
∑
j: j0D jD`
U` j(s1)U j j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)W j0,−s1−s2−2
− U``(s1)U` j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)W j0,−s1−s2−2
+
∑
j: j0D jB`
U` j(s1)R j j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)
 =: Qs1,s2,1c
= U` j0(s1 + s2 + 1)W j0,−s1−s2−2 + Qs1,s2,1c,(5.26)
where U` j0(s1+s2+1) consists of all combinations U` j(s1)U j j0(−s1−1,−s1−s2−1) on j : j0 D j D `.
Notice that U` j0(s1 + s2 + 1) := U` j0(0,−s1 − s2 − 1) coincides with the original definition in (5.17).
Indeed for all h ∈ Hs1+s2+2(`, j0) of
U` j0(0,−s1 − s2 − 1) =
∑
h∈Hs1+s2+2(`, j0)
s1+s2+1∏
l=0
Ah(l)h(l+1),−l
we could find corresponding sequences h′ ∈ Hs+1(`, j) of U` j(s1) and h′′ ∈ Hs2+1( j, j0) of U j j0(−s1−
1,−s1 − s2 − 1) such that
h(l) = h′(l), l ≤ s1, h(s1 + 1) = h′(s1 + 1) = h′′(0), h(l) = h′′(l − s1 − 1), l ≥ s1 + 2.
Now a combination of (5.2), (5.22) and (5.26) yields
W`,0 = Qs1,1 + Qs1,2 + Q
s1
= U` j0(s1 + s2 + 1)W j0,−s1−s2−2 + Qs1,1b + Qs1,s2,1c + Qs1,2 + Q
s1(5.27)
= U` j0(s1 + s2 + 1)W j0,−s1−s2−2 + R` j0(s1 + s2 + 1).
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To obtain (5.20), we evaluate the four ingredients of R` j0(s1 + s2 + 1) of (5.27), where the second
hypothesis (5.24) of induction is used. Three of them, Qs1,1b,Qs1,2 and Q
s1 , are nonnegative, hence,
it is sufficient to establish an upper bound for each of them . The fourth term, Qs1,s2,1c, may attain
both positive and negative values, thus we are going to establish an upper bound for its absolute
value.
First, since the terms with j : j0 4 j B ` in Qs1,1 of (5.22) satisfy the same condition as those of
the sum Qs,11 of the previous lemma,
EQ
α j0
s1,1b
< ∞(E.1)
holds. Secondly,
EQ
α j0
s1,2
< ∞(E.2)
holds in view of the proof of Lemma 5.1. Moreover, by Lemma 5.3 for any ε′ > 0 there is s′ such
that for s1 > s′
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(Qs1 > x) < ε′.(E.3)
For the evaluation of Qs1,s2,1c, we will use (5.18). Assume s1 > max{sˆ j; j0 D j B `} where sˆ j are
defined in (5.18). Recall that U` j(0,−s1), j : j0 B j B ` is independent of R j j0(−s1−1,−s1− s2−1)
and has finite moment of order α j0 + δ with some δ > 0. Since (5.24) holds with ε j = ε
′′, we use
Lemma A.1 to obtain
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(U` j(s1)|R j j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)| > x) ≤ EU` j(s1)α j0 · ε′′ ≤ u` · ε′′.
The last inequality holds since for j : j0 B j, the inequality (5.18) follows. The situation is different
for j = j0. We cannot use Lemma A.1, because we do not know whether EU` j0(s1)
α j0 +δ < ∞ for
some δ > 0. Indeed, it is possible that EA
α j0 +δ
j0 j0
= ∞ for all δ > 0 and then clearly U` j0(s1) also does
not have any moment of order greater than α j0 . However, EU` j0(s1)
α j0 < ∞ holds for a fixed s1 and
it is enough to obtain the desired bound. Since the term R j0 j0(s2) is nonnegative (see (5.25)) and it
was already proved to have finite moment of order α j0 , we obtain
E
[
U` j0(s1)|R j0 j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)|
]α j0
= EU` j0(s1)
α j0 · ER j0 j0(s2)α j0 < ∞
and thus
lim xα j0P(U` j0(s1)R j0 j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1) > x) = 0.
Hence, setting N = #{ j : j0 D j B `}, we obtain that
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(|Qs1,s2,1c| > x) ≤ limx→∞ x
α j0P
 ∑
j: j0D jB`
U` j(s1)|R j j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)|
+ U``(s1)U` j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)W j0,−s1−s2−2 > x

≤ lim
x→∞ x
α j0
 ∑
j: j0D jB`
P
(
U` j(s1)|R j j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)| >
x
N + 1
)
+ P
(
U``(s1)U` j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)W j0,−s1−s2−2 >
x
N + 1
) 
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≤
∑
j: j0D jB`
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P((N + 1) · U` j(s1)|R j j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)| > x)
+ lim
x→∞ x
α j0P((N + 1) · U``(s1)U` j0(−s1 − 1,−s1 − s2 − 1)W j0,−s1−s2−2 > x)
≤
∑
j: j0D jB`
(N + 1)α j0 u` · ε′′ + (N + 1)α j0ρs1+1u` ·C j0 .(5.28)
For the last inequality we used Lemma A.1 and the fact that U``(s1) = Π
(`)
0,−s1 . Since ρ = EA
α j0
`` < 1,
there is s′′ = s′′(ε′′) such that ρs1+1u` · C j0 < (N + 1)α j0 u` · ε′′ for all s1 > s′′. Then, recalling that
the sum in the last expression contains at most N − 1 nonzero terms, the final estimate is
(E.4) lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(|Qs1,s2,1c| > x) < (N + 1)α j0 +1u` · ε′′.
Now we are going to evaluate R` j0(s) of (5.20). The desired estimate can be obtained only if s
is chosen properly.
For conveniece we briefly recall the conditions on s1 and s2 that were necessary to obtain the
estimates (E.1-E.4). The inequalities (E.1) and (E.2) do not rely on any assumption on s1 or
s2. The other relations are the following. Firstly, the condition s1, s2 > max{s j : j0 D j B `}
yields (5.26). Secondly, to obtain the inequality (E.3) we need to assume that s1 > s′. Next,
s1 > max{sˆ j : j0 D j B `} is used to prove (5.28). Passing from (5.28) to (E.4) relies on the
condition s1 > s′′.
Now let
s ≥ s′ ∨ s′′ ∨max{sˆ j : j0 B j B `} ∨max{s j : j0 D j B `} + max{s j : j0 D j B `} + 3,
where · ∨ · = max{·, ·}. Then there are s1 > s′ ∨ s′′ ∨ max{sˆ j : j0 B j B `} ∨ max{s j : j0 D j B `}
and s2 > max{s j : j0 D j B `} such that s = s1 + s2 + 1. Then
R` j0(s) = R` j0(s1 + s2 + 1) = Qs1,1b + Qs1,s2,1c + Qs1,2 + Q
s1 .
The numbers s1 and s2 were chosen in such a way that all the estimates obtained above hold. The
terms Qs1,1b and Qs1,2 are negligible in the asymptotics. Therefore by (E.3) and (E.4) we obtain
lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(R` j0(s) > x) = limx→∞ x
α j0P(Qs1,s2,1c + Q
s1 > x)
≤ lim
x→∞ x
α j0P(Qs1,s2,1c > x/2) + limx→∞ x
α j0P(Qs1 > x/2)
≤ 2α j0
(
(N + 1)α j0 +1u` · ε′′ + ε′
)
.
Since ε′ and ε′′ are arbitrary, we obtain (5.20). 
6. Applications
Although there must be several applications, we focus on the multivariate GARCH(1, 1) pro-
cesses, which is our main motivation. In particular, we consider the constant conditional correla-
tions model by [4] and [18], which is the most fundamental multivariate GARCH process. Related
results are followings. The tail of multivariate GARCH(p, q) has been investigated in [13] but with
the setting of Goldie’s condition. A bivariate GARCH(1, 1) series with a triangular setting has
been studied in [22] and [10]. Particularly in [10], detailed analysis was presented including exact
tail behaviors of both price and volatility processes. Since the detail of application is an analogue
of the bivariate GARCH(1, 1), we only see how the upper triangular SREs are constructed from
multivariate GARCH processes.
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Let α0 be a d-dimensional vector with positive elements and let α and β be d×d upper triangular
matrices such that non-zero elements are strictly positive. For a vector x = (x1, . . . , xd), write
xγ = (xγ1, . . . , x
γ
d) for γ > 0. Then we say that d-dimensional series Xt = (X1,t, . . . , Xd,t)
′, t ∈ Z has
GARCH(1, 1) structure if it satisfies
Xt = ΣtZt,
where Zt = (Z1,t, . . . ,Zd,t)′ constitute an i.i.d. d-variable random vectors and the matrix Σt is
Σt = diag(σ1,t, . . . , σd,t).
Moreover the system of volatility vector (σ1,t, . . . , σd,t)′ is given by that of squared process Wt =
(σ21,t, . . . , σ
2
d,t)
′. Observe that Xt = ΣtZt = diag(Zt)W1/2t , so that X2t = diag(Z2t )Wt. Then Wt is
given by the following auto-regressive model.
Wt = α0 + αX2t−1 + βWt−1
= α0 + (αdiag(Z2t ) + β)Wt−1.
Now putting Bt := α0 and At := (αdiag(Z2t ) + β), we obtain the SRE: Wt = AtWt−1 + Bt with At
the upper triangular with probability one. Each component of At is written as
Ai j,t = αi jZ2i j,t + βi j, i ≤ j and Ai j,t = 0, i > j a.s.
Thus we could apply our main theorem to the squared volatility process Wt and obtain the tail
indices for Wt. From this, we could derive tail behavior of Xt as done in [10].
Note that we have more applications in GARCH type models. Indeed we are considering an
applications in BEKK-ARCH models, of which tail behavior has been investigated with the diag-
onal setting (see [24]). At there we shold widen our results into the case where the corresponding
SRE takes values on whole real line. The extension is possible if we assume certain restrictions
and consider positive and negative extremes separately. Since the BEKK-ARCH model is another
basic model in financial econometrics, the analysis with the triangular setting would provide more
flexible tools for empirical analysis.
7. Conclusions and further comments
7.1. Constants. In the bivariate case, we can obtain the exact form of constants for regularly
varying tails (see [10]). The natural question is whether we can obtain the form of constants even
in the d-dimensional case. The answer is positive. We provide an example which illustrates the
method of finding these constants when d = 4. Let
A =

A11 A12 A13 A14
0 A22 A23 A24
0 0 A33 A34
0 0 0 A44

and suppose that α3 < α4 < α2 < α1.
For coordinate k = 3, 4, we have
Ck =
E [(AkkWk + Bk)αk − (AkkWk)αk]
αkE[A
αk
kk log Akk]
,
where Wk is independent of Akk and Bk. This is the Kesten-Goldie constant (see [15, Theorem
4.1]). Indeed since W4 is a solution to the univariate SRE, we immediately obtain the constant.
Since the tail index of W3 is equal to α˜3 = α3, the constant follows by (4.5) in Lemma 4.3. For the
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second coordinate we have an equation W2
d
= A22W2 + A23W3 + A24W4. Since α˜2 = α3 and α˜4 > α3,
the term A23W3 dominates all others in the asymptotics. In view of (3.11) we obtain
C2 = u2 ·C3,
where the quantity u2 is given in Lemma 5.4.
The situation seems more complicated for the first coordinate, because we have the condition
α˜1 = α˜2 = α3 on the SRE: W1
d
= A11W1 + A12W2 + A13W3 + A14W4. This means that the tail of
W1 comes from W2 and W3 both of which have dominating tails, and we could not single out the
dominant term. However, by Lemmas 5.4 and 5.6 again we obtain a simple formula
C1 = u1 ·C3.
We can write the general recursive formula for constants in any dimension:
Ck =
E[(AkkWk+Bk)
αk−(AkkWk)αk ]
αkE[A
αk
kk log Akk]
if α˜k = αk,
uk ·C j0 if α˜k = α j0 < αk.
Finally we notice that these uk have only closed form including infinite sums. The exact values
of uk seem to be impossible and the only method to calculate them would be numerical approxi-
mations. The situation is similar to the Kesten-Goldie constant (see [23]).
7.2. Open questions. In order to obtain the tail asymptotics of SRE such as (1.1), the Kesten’s
theorem has been the key tool (see [9]). However, when the coefficients of SRE are upper triangular
matrices as in our case, the assumptions of the theorem are not satisfied, so that we could not rely on
the theorem. Fortunately in our setting, we can obtain the exact tail asymptotic of each coordinate,
which is P(Wk > x) ∼ Ckx−α˜k . However, in general setting, one does not necessarily obtain such
asymptotic even in the upper triangular case.
The example is given in [11], which we briefly see. Let A be an upper triangular matrix with
A11 = A22 having the index α > 0. Then, depending on additional assumptions, it can be either
P(W1 > x) ∼ Cx−α(log x)α/2, or P(W1 > x) ∼ C′x−α(log x)α for some constant C, C′ > 0.
There are many natural further questions to ask. What happens to the solution if some indices
αi of different coordinates are equal? How we could find the tail asymptotics when the coefficient
matrix is neither in the Kesten’s framework nor upper triangular? Moreover, if A includes negative
entries, could we derive the tail asymptotics? They are all open questions.
Appendix A. Version of Breiman’s lemma
We provide a slightly modified version of the classical Breiman’s lemma (e.g. [9, Lemma
B.5.1]), since it is needed in the proof for (5.20) of Lemma 5.6. In the Breiman’s lemma, we
usually assume regular variation for the dominant r.v.’s of the two, which we could not apply in
our situation. Instead, we require only an upper estimate of the tail. The price of weakening as-
sumptions is also a weaker result: on behalf of the exact asymptotics of a product, we obtain just
an estimate from above. The generalization is rather standard but we include it for completeness.
Lemma A.1. Assume that X and Y are independent r.v.’s and for some α > 0 the following condi-
tions hold:
lim
x→∞ x
αP(Y > x) < M for a constant M > 0;(A.1)
EXα+ε < ∞ for some ε > 0.(A.2)
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Then
lim
x→∞ x
αP(XY > x) ≤ M · EXα.
Proof. The idea is the same as that in the original proof of Breiman’s lemma, see e.g. [9, Lemma
B.5.1]. Let PX denote the law of X. Then for any fixed m > 0 we can write
P(XY > x) =
∫
(0,∞)
P(Y > x/z)PX(dz)
=
( ∫
(0,m]
+
∫
(m,∞), x/z>x0
+
∫
(m,∞), x/z≤x0
)
P(Y > x/z)PX(dz).
By (A.1), there is x0 such that xαP(Y > x) ≤ M uniformly in x ≥ x0. For the first integral since
(x/z) ≥ x0 for x ≥ mx0 and z ∈ (0,m], by Fatou’s lemma
lim
x→∞ x
α
∫
(0,m]
P(Y > x/z)PX(dz) ≤
∫
(0,m]
zα lim
x→∞(x/z)
αP(Y > x/z)PX(dz)(A.3)
≤ M ·
∫
(0,m]
zαPX(dz)
m→∞→ M · EXα.
Since x/z > x0, the same argument as above is applicable to the second integral:
lim
x→∞ x
α
∫
(m,∞), x/z>x0
P(Y > x/z)PX(dz) ≤
∫
z>m
zα lim
x→∞(x/z)
αP(Y > x/z)PX(dz)(A.4)
≤ M ·
∫
z>m
zαPX(dz)
m→∞→ 0.
The assumption (A.2) allows us to use Markov’s inequality to estimate the last integral:∫
(m,∞),x/z≤x0
P(Y > x/z)PX(dz) ≤
∫
x/z≤x0
PX(dz) = P(X > x/x0) ≤ (x/x0)−(α+ε)EXα+ε(A.5)
and therefore, the last integral is negligible as x→ ∞ regardless of m. Now in view of (A.3)-(A.5),
letting m to infinity, we obtain the result. 
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